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1. UK developments

http://www.theecologist.org/essays/2986169/a_clean_green
_energy_future_beckons.html

What we could get…

though the new cuts may change this

What we got briefly43% of UK power from
renewables ~2pm June 6th
last year, with coal
squeezed to 7%

Renewable Electricity, Heat
and Transport- Progress
towards 2020 target
UK Renewable Energy Roadmap
Update 2013, DECC.

UK renewables targets: there are none post - 2020
Market-enamoured UK governments have not gone in for setting targets, but the Department
of Energy and Climate Change does sometimes offer outline projections as above - and
below. DECCs Renewables Roadmaps (2011/12/13)
have focused on achieving 15% renewable
energy by 2020, this being the (low) mandatory
Growth falters
target agreed with the EU, and it has talked of
DECC’s 2013 view,
assuming then current
obtaining 30-35% as electricity, 14% as heat,
policies; now it could
be even worse…
10% as transport. And they did once set a 2030
‘ambition’ for offshore wind power - about 39
-40 GW. Though that’s apparently now gone.
And the 2020 offshore wind ‘expectation’
seems to have fallen from 17-18 GW to about
10-11 GW. Beyond that? The independent Committee on Climate Change suggested in its
2011 Renewable Energy Review that a portfolio of renewables could provide between 30%
and 45% of UK total energy by 2030 (65% as electricity, 35-50% as heat, 25% as transport).
But so far actual UK progress looks unbalanced: about 18% electricity, 5% heating and barely
3% transport. And the cuts (to the RO, CfD, CCL etc) may undermine progress to that.
It could all be so different: see this brilliant analysis of an 80% plus UK renewables scenario,
with hourly modeling: www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306261915005656 Nothing like that
is on the cards yet, but last year Energy Secretary Amber Rudd said ‘we intend to set out
plans for continuing support beyond 2020, providing a basis for electricity investment into the
next decade’: www.gov.uk/government/news/combatting-climate-change-a-vital-safety-net-for-families-andbusinesses Fine, let’s see details soon - more than in her weak ‘Reset’ plan. Though judging by
some of the analysis of the policy changes last year (see our Feature), it’s not looking very
hopeful politically, with a long de-greening game unfolding:
http://blogs.sussex.ac.uk/sussexenergygroup/2015/07/27/osbornes-long-game-the-politics-behind-the-downscaling-of-low-carbon-policies/ If you want to look at the full historical trends, back to 1920, see:	
  
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/historical-electricity-data-1920-to-2011 But what next?

Will the CfD help renewables to expand? Many think, as an auction system like the old
NFFO, it won’t, although some think it’s better than the RO. For a very different take on that
see: www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421515000038 It insists on calling the CfD a FiT..
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Technology News
Renewables supplied 25% of UK electricity in mid 2015,
with extra capacity and good weather, up 8.6% on the same
period (2nd quarter) in 2014, overtaking coal and nuclear (at
~21% each), with renewable generation in the 2nd quarter of
2015 rising by 51%. Wind led, but PV hit 4% of UK supply!	
  
www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-energy-statistics-statistical-pressrelease-september-2015
Onshore wind wins

Offshore wind costs fall

http://ow.ly/T9HRJ

As more projects are installed and technology develops
ScottishPower Renewables cut the cost of offshore wind to £119/MWh for its 714 MW East
Anglia ONE project in the full CfD round last year - over £20/MWh under the price secured
in the interim round in 2014. In the 2015 round, Mainstream Renewable Power got a CfD at
£114/MWh for its 448 MW Neart na Gaoithe project in Scotland. £100/MWh or less by 2020
seems likely. And a new ETI report says £85/MWh by the mid 2020s for floating devices:
Statoil is to build a 30 MW Hywind pilot with 5 floating 6 MW turbines off Scotland.
www.windpoweroffshore.com/article/1369353/floating-wind-cost-85-mwh-mid-2020s. See wind review below
http://analysis.windenergyupdate.com/construction/innovation-slashes-uk-offshore-costs-ease-pain-new-ccl-rules

PV also on the rise National Grid, says large baseload plants are outdated

Steve Holliday, National Grid CEO, said the use of large coal or nuclear plants for baseload
power is outdated. ‘From a consumer’s point of view, the solar on the rooftop is going to be
the baseload. Centralised power stations will be increasingly used to provide peak demand.’
He adds, energy markets ‘are clearly moving towards much more distributed production and
towards microgrids’. NG expect to see 20 GW of PV in use. Others look to more: e.g. the new
Greenpeace UK scenario (see below) has 28 GW of PV by 2030. And the STA is uncowed!
www.energypost.eu/interview-steve-holliday-ceo-national-grid-idea-large-power-stations-baseload-power-outdated
http://www.solar-trade.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/STA-response-to-FiT-Review-Consultation-October-2015.pdf

Tidal Kite

Marine energy company Minesto gets more funding for Deep Green.
Minesto, recently given a €13m from the European Regional Development Fund through the
Welsh Government, now has an additional €3.5M from KIC InnoEnergy, for its tidal power
project off the Welsh coast planned for 2017. Minesto’s Deep Green is an underwater kite,
constrained by a tether, and steered by a rudder, to loop round in a figure of 8 pattern, so that
the water speed over the rotor blades mounted on it is much higher than in the natural flow.
So it can generate electricity from low velocity tidal currents, which increases the available
resource for marine energy. A prototype unit has been producing electricity in the waters off
Northern Ireland for over two years. http://minesto.com/Resources/Minesto_media_kit.zip
Meanwhile Atlantis has €17m from the EC Climate Change Committee, transferred from the
defunct MCT Kyle Rhea project to the Atlantis MeyGen tidal project. But sadly Aquamarine,
of Oyster inshore wave device fame, has finally gone bust. However Wave Energy Scotland
has backed 8 new wave projects: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-highlands-islands-34698121
New Biomass plants Biogas for Milford Haven and CHP for Cramlington.
Plans for a £138m biomass plant in Northumberland got a boost with a £48m investment
from the Green Investment Bank and Laings. Estover Energy already had planning approval
to develop a Combined Heat & Power plant at the Windmill Industrial Estate in Cramlington,
which will use low-grade wood from the north east to provide renewable steam and electricity
to the industrial complex, as well as generating green electricity for the National Grid:
www.newspostleader.co.uk/news/local/48m-investment-into-new-green-energy-plant-in-northumberland-1-7469586

And a biogas plant is planned on the old Gulf Refinery site in Milford Haven in Wales:
www.westerntelegraph.co.uk/news/13773082.560_jobs_hope_from_plans_for___685m_renewable_energy_centre_of_excell
ence_in_Milford_Haven/ But opposition to big biomass conversion projects, like DRAX, continues:
www.biofuelwatch.org.uk/axedrax-campaign/ And the government has now decided to abandon the £1bn

Carbon Capture & Storage competition - Drax had already pulled out of the White Rose pilot. 	
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Wind power review- wind now supplies 10% of UK power
RenewableUK’s annual report ‘Wind Energy in the UK’ showed that Scotland is taking the
lead in deploying onshore wind, while England is lagging behind and is therefore missing out
on some of the economic benefits that the onshore wind industry brings. However, England is
still racing ahead in the offshore wind sector, despite the Navitus project, off the south coast,
having been blocked by the Secretary of State: see Box.
*Over 60% of the UK’s onshore wind projects are in
Lost at sea…
Scotland, and RUK says that ‘Scottish onshore wind
A local view on Navitus from Alan
is now generating a higher annual turnover (£211m) for Neale, writing in the Dorset Eye:
‘Navitus Bay would have widened the
the UK overall than England, Wales and Northern
geographical spread of offshore wind,
Ireland combined: the total UK onshore wind turnover
lessening output variability and
from capital spend in 2014/15 was £402 m. In the 12
improving predictability for the system
as a whole, and that would have
months covered by the report (July 2014 - June 2015),
lessened the balancing challenge that
half of all construction activity and over 70% of new
the wind energy sector poses for the
consents were in Scotland. In contrast, only 25% of
National Grid… Supplying electricity
capacity and less than 10% of new consents are in
direct to a National Grid zone that is
England - the lowest consenting rate in the UK.’
currently a net importer of electricity
would also have been beneficial, as this
* The UK’s offshore wind sector remains focused in
would have reduced the transmission
England, with almost 1.4 GW of offshore wind being
losses and the need for new transmission
constructed in English waters in 2014/15, meaning the
infrastructure which are downsides of
benefits of construction and operation are being felt
alternative projects in the North Sea. No
most by coastal English communities, such as Grimsby account was taken of these locationspecific benefits of Navitus Bay, either
and Lowestoft. Scottish offshore wind saw success in
by the Planning Inspectors in their
2014/15 in securing financial support (in the form of
Report recommending scrapping of the
new Contracts for Difference) from Government, and
project, or by the Secretary of State in
her response. What was focused on
2.3 GW of capacity consented in 2014/15. However,
instead was the “important and special
RUK says, this was still in contrast to the 4.9 GW of
qualities” of the coastline.’ The key
new capacity consented in England in 2014.
issue there was felt to be the setting to a
*RUK says £1.25 bn was invested directly into the UK
World Heritage site, not the actual site
because of wind energy in 2014/15; a £402m turnover
itself. Well that’s debatable, but the
for UK companies involved in onshore wind and £840m setting has certainly changed since the
Jurassic period! For more, see:
spent in the UK in offshore wind: ‘more than 30,500
www.dorseteye.com/east/articles/out-of-sight-thepeople in Britain depend on the wind industry for their
navitus-bay-decision-and-the-unravelling-of-uklivelihoods, with 15,500 direct and 15,078 indirect jobs’. climate-and-energy-policy
What next? So it’s not all bad news, with new projects going ahead e.g. Dong Energy
has made its final investment decision to build the world’s biggest wind farm, the 660 MW
Walney extension, in the Irish Sea. It’s should start up in 2018. And RWE Innogy has got
enough financial backing for it to start work on the 336 MW Galloper project off the Suffolk
coast, also for start up in 2018: www.galloperwindfarm.com/
Longer-term though there may be problems. In a RUK survey, The winds of change
while 36% of member companies said they expected to grow
by10% or more in the next 18 months, 73% described the
investment climate as less favourable than the previous 18
months (up from 48% the previous year), and 42% expected
to decrease investment. Nearly 90% said Government policy
was now unfavourable to renewables, up from 23% in 2011.

Prof. Sir David King, formerly the
governments Chief Scientific Advisor,
told RUKs annual conference that
renewables were the ‘key to tackling the
huge risk posed by climate change’. He
had earlier been a notable nuclear fan...

RUK’s CEO Maria McCaffery said: ‘We hope this report will serve as a wake-up call to Government, proving
that the wind industry is delivering a substantial amount of clean power, investment and jobs to Britain despite mixed messages from Ministers’. Given that they have stated that their objective is ‘cutting carbon at
the lowest cost to consumers’ she said it ‘it is difficult to understand why they are undermining investor
confidence in the energy sector as a whole by announcing sudden unexpected changes in policy. This is
especially true regarding onshore wind which is the lowest cost clean technology and is set to be cheaper than
new gas by 2020, so it deserves to retain its place in our energy mix rather than being excluded from it.’
www.renewableuk.com/en/publications/index.cfm/state-of-the-industry-report-2015 See CCC’s view: http://ow.ly/THYLO
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Solar crashes
Last year solar energy giant SunEdison
sold its recently acquired UK business
Mark Group, an installation company,
back to management, because it felt
the governments cuts to renewables
subsidies ‘will essentially eliminate
the solar PV market in the UK’. The
Leicester-based Mark Group then
went bust with nearly1,000 jobs lost:

Bitter reactions ‘To let this green success story die,
pushing more into unemployment and becoming a burden
on the state. It’s obscene.’ Richard Rushin, Trina UK
‘When the government talks about nuclear & fracking it’s
all about investment in energy security and jobs. When it
talks about renewables- not just solar- it talks about the
costs to hardworking British families. We are all paying
£100 for nuclear decommissioning costs in our bills. Solar:
5 quid? It is nothing to do with the energy bill - it is entirely
ideologically driven by George Osborne.’ Jonathan Selwyn
MD Lark Energy http://ow.ly/Tzgss Also http://ow.ly/TCe1Q

http://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/Mark-Group-axes-nearly-1-000-staff-Leicester/story-27941778-detail/story.html

Read more
Climate Energy, another UK renewables/energy
efficiency firm, also went bust due to cuts to
http://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/oct/1
the Feed-in Tariff and early exclusion for larger
PV projects from the RO solar subsidies,
with nearly 100 jobs there under threat. Southern
Solar also collapsed. So did Zep Solar. Part
8/solar-subsidies-slashed-but-sun-shines-onof the problem seems to be that, in additionnuclear
to the up to 87% cut in FiT levels, the proposed
new FiT rules require full compliance with higher energy efficiency standards in the buildings
used for new PV, and with the Green Deal“We
alsowant
gone,
there’s
no money
for this.
It’s as
also been
to wean
ourselves
off subsidies
as soon
argued that the building industry isn’t wellpossible
set up but
foryou
thiscannot
kind just
of work
e.g.bythe
Committee
cut them
87%.
We believe on
that [with] and
£1 ontraining
each customer
bill the industry
can keep
Climate Change claimed that vocational education
is currently
inadequate
in the
[people] in a job.”
case of residential heat pump installation: 35,000
www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/09613218.2015.1082701
*The likely annual saving on average household electricity bills from the proposed early closure of the
director of solar
installerranging
Lark
Renewables Obligation to solar PV is £0.80 inJonathan
2020/21Selwyn,
on the managing
medium deployment
scenario,
Energy,
is alsomay
furious:
“When
the government
talksbills
about
from £0.50-1.20 (2014 prices). The proposed FiT
changes
cut £5-6
from
average home
in
th
fracking Oct
[shale
it’s impact
all aboutmay
investment
2020/21 (2016 prices): Commons Answers bynuclear
Andreaand
Leadsom,
12gas]
. The
be dire:
http://www.renewableenergyfocus.com/view/43143/fit-cuts-could-threaten-the-stability-of-up-to-70-of-solar-pv-companies/
in energy security and jobs. When it talks about

*Here’s a survival plan for PV: www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/guest_blog/how_the_post_fit_uk_market_might_look_1467
renewables – not just solar – it talks about the costs to
hardworking British families.
Demand Side Response
options Balancing costs

Small for wind

http://www2.nationalgrid.com/UK/Our“It’s never
about the clean
energy we are providing, the
Frontier Economics has reviewed the potential
for demand
company/electricity/balancing-the-network/
security,
the jobs,
side response (DSR) in the electricity sector
to 2035
as aor the investment. We have invested
£1bn
the National
Grid – says
that does
not get
talked about.
way to balance variable supply and demand.
Itsinreport
for DECC
there’s
a variety
of uses
It is as
alsofor
providing
energy
close to the
user so its
does
not
for DSR, both on very short timescales (such
frequency
variation/
support)
and
longer
need
the
grid
to
upgrade
itself.”
periods (as in the Capacity Market, to ensure peak demand can be met). At the same time, by
reducing peaks on the transmission and distribution networks, DSR can reduce reinforcement
Selwyn
said ministers
claim solar
on its own
costs and balancing charges and thus the costs
faced
by customers.
Butshould
somestand
techniques
were
two feet but points out that nearly every energy sector,
still relatively new, so there were many uncertainties and some potential market conflicts.
including oil and gas, receive subsidies in some shape or
Most DSR capacity (about 5 GW according
to National Grid) is currently provided by
form.
distributed generation (smaller-scale conventional, CHP and renewable plants, operating
flexibly at the local level), and depending on the future design of market rules, this may
“We are all paying £100 for nuclear decommissioning
persist and expand (to maybe 9 GW by 2035).
The report says the flexibility this supply
costs in our bills. Solar: five quid? It is nothing to do with
provides is likely to be of a greater scale than
any individual
form of families
load shifting
(managed
the energy
bills of hardworking
– it is entirely
interim load disconnection at peak demandideologically
times) whether
industrial/commercial
or
domestic.
driven by George Osborne. It is nothing
to
Although, with the advent of smart metersdo
and
thethepossible
of time-of-use tariffs,
with
cost to theintroduction
energy consumer.”
the latter might expand, in the case of washing machine use, it was not seen as very effective
option compared with most other types of DSR. But the domestic picture could change when
and if electric vehicles, heat pumps and electric storage were widely adopted. And grid-level
storage (maybe 7 GW by 2035) and enhanced automated voltage control (a ±5% saving
option) might also offer significant ‘smart grid’ potential - for load shifting and reduction
respectively. There was also up to 20 GW of potential backup capacity, mostly in the form of
standby diesel generators. Some are already used, and, although not all are suited to DSR, and
there are emission issues, industrial users may find them increasingly attractive. Useful report.

www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/467024/rpt-frontier-DECC_DSR_phase_2_reportrev3-PDF-021015.pdf Also see the ICL/NERA reports for the CCC: www.theccc.org.uk/2015/10/22/new-low-carbonelectricity-generation-is-cost-effective-option-for-uk-power-sector-investment-in-2020s-and-beyond/ Reviewed in Renew 2015
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Go slow on renewables

Policy News

‘Moving too quickly to zero carbon energy risks driving the bills of hardworking people too
high’. That, from Amber Rudd (DECC Blog August 11th 2015), seems to be the rational for
the governments cutbacks. She added to it in her speech to the Tory Party conference in Oct:
http://www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/2429010/rudd-hails-potential-for-uk-to-become-home-for-energy-innovation

Renewables must be cost effective and stand on the own feet she said - no more subsidies!
Though isn’t that what shale gas and nuclear are getting? Whether they will be any cheaper or
easier remains to be seen. Given the current market, few new gas plants seem likely (see Alan
Whitehead’s blog below) and new nuclear will take a long time to happen if it ever does: see
later. The uncertainly about long term plans has slowed progress, even for projects that DECC
has backed, like the Swansea Tidal Lagoon: that’s been put back a year to 2017, due to the
slow progress of talks over how it might be funded e.g. via the CfD. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/ukwales-34429661 About the only solid thing that Rudd said in her Market Reset speech (see later)
was that there will be a new round of CfD auctions ‘by the end of 2016’. Will it be included?

Capacity Market The Capacity Mechanism aims to deliver reliable power via a

competitive contract auction for potential supplies of backup capacity. Controversially, it
focused mainly on existing fossil and nuclear plants. So they got an extra subsidy. A paper by
Mike Grubb and David Newbery said it ignored the contribution from inter-connectors and
from demand side options: ‘Making more use of the demand-side and potentially available
‘latent’ capacity lowers risk and increases options allowing more capacity procurement to be
deferred’. www.iaee.org/en/publications/eeeparticle.aspx?id=93 Labour MP Alan Whitehead added
more on gas, with few new plants expected: https://alansenergyblog.wordpress.com/2015/09/17/aboring-treatise-on-why-building-a-load-of-gas-fired-power-stations-isnt-as-easy-as-it-looks/ The proposed
changes seem to make access for new options harder: www.gov.uk/government/consultations/2015consultation-on-capacity-market-supplementary-design-proposals-and-changes-to-the-rules-and-regulations

Community energy was backed at last years Labour Party conference
Lisa Nandy, the new shadow energy secretary, said Labour wants to ‘democratise rather than
nationalise’ the energy system. She said every community should be able to own their own
clean power station. http://ow.ly/SPLVa Here’s a start: www.edinburghsolar.coop But, in the latest
cut, tax relief for some projects is to go: http://renews.biz/100239/hm-treasury-deals-new-tax-blow
www.theecologist.org/blogs_and_comments/commentators/2986249/george_osborne_must_back_down_on_community_energy_tax.html

*Scotland has reached its 500 MW target for community/locally-owned energy projects 5 years early.

District Heating up

as domestic gas use is set to fall with electrification
‘By 2050, gas used to heat buildings could fall by 75-95%, electricity increase from a 10%
share today to 30-80%, and district heat increase from less than 2% to up to a 40% share. At
the same time, energy efficiency could help to lower bills and offset the expected growth in our
heating needs from an expanding population and building stock.’ So says a new Pathways for
Heat: Low Carbon Heat for Buildings report, calling for policy engagement to aid
RHI - a
the transition: www.policyconnect.org.uk/cc/future-heat-series Also see Green Heat below.

Refurbishing Rushlight conference looks to building energy upgrades

revamp to
£1.15 bn
is planned

At current demolition and new build rates, it will take 1,000 years to renew the
UK housing stock: most of the homes standing today will still be in use in 2050.
So last Oct. a Rushlight conference looked at the prospects for Sustainable Refurbishment.
A starting point was the sudden termination of the Zero Carbon Homes policy and the Green
Deal, which it felt ‘highlighted the importance of maintaining and upgrading our existing
building stock to an improved environmental standard. The challenge is to refurbish the
buildings of the past as buildings for the future.’ But ‘a performance gap has been identified
between how some newly refurbished properties operate and what was expected… so the new
running costs &environmental benefits are sometimes less beneficial than hoped.’ And ‘some
technologies have also not performed as well as expected’. Heat pumps? http://www.rushlightevents.com
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Next: DECC’s new rationale

DECC is on a mission to cut costs. Stephen Lovegrove, the
lead DECC civil servant, told a conference last October that
he expected the UK to be largely free of renewables subsidies
in 10 years’ time. ‘By the mid-2020s, we would like to see the
government retreat as much as is possible from subsidies. The
current administration is aiming to be more discriminating
about the types of low-carbon technology it wishes to support.
There is a cost being imposed on consumers which distorts
the UK’s competitiveness and the pound in people’s pockets.’
www.ft.com/cms/s/0/d7b2d86e-725c-11e5-bdb1-e6e4767162cc.html - axzz3uPSV3upc

But keeping costs down in the short term by cutting subsidies
for renewables could prevent cost-reducing market growth and
the development of new cheaper technologies longer term.
How does DECC square that? Energy Secretary Amber
Rudd blamed the LCF budget overruns on her Lib. Democrat
predecessors: their policies had forced her to slash spending:
http://ow.ly/Tttai But now it was back on an even keel. You’d
expect ex-Energy Secretary Lib Dem Ed Davey not to agree:
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/oct/23/tories-kill-renewable-energy-boom

But Greg Barker, a Tory ex-DECC Minister, also didn't agree:
he saw the PV cuts as ‘catastrophic’. See Box right.‘Solar
needs a bold plan, not just pruning shears’. It will all lead to
more CO2: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-34767194
And Rudd’s new ‘reset’ plan (below) offered little respite for
the beleaguered renewables industry, offshore wind apart.

An alternative
Greg Barker, one time Tory DECC
energy minister, told the Times:
‘DECC has a huge challenge: how
to spend the remaining (rapidly
dwindling) subsidy budget for feedin tariffs. The proposals would
thinly spread the remaining subsidy
over all technologies and all sizes.
Instead the DECC should end all
subsidies for large-scale solar
farms at the end of this financial
year, and focus the remaining
budget on consumers, specifically
roof-mounted systems on homes,
factories and community schemes.
Then rather than stretch the subsidy
out to 2020, it should end subsidies
for solar altogether by 2018 and
replace subsidy with net metering.
This needs to be coupled with a new
government scheme to support
batteries in homes for use with
solar panels, utilising unspent
money from the DECC’s innovation
budget. These measures, taken
together, could propel Britain to the
forefront of global growth in
decentralised energy. They would
empower consumers, break the grip
of the “Big Six” and unleash
massive investment.’ Times15/10

*All this implies DECC is still in control, but it has been wickedly suggested that actually it’s not:
www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2985705/uks_energy_revolution_deccs_role_usurped_by_new_infra
structure_commission.html Certainly the Infrastructure Commission, now under Lord Adonis, is very powerful:
www.powerengineeringint.com/articles/2015/10/uk-government-passes-energy-policy-power-to-new-commission.html

Greenpeace push the limits

Imperial College also came up

with some policy proposals: it said a

full market ‘reset’ wasn’t needed,
85% of UK electricity could be supplied from renewables
and low carbon sources by 2030, says Greenpeace, in a new just better use of existing CfD
mechanisms: http://ow.ly/TCxVK
report which sees wind growing from 13 GW to 77 GW, 55
GW offshore, 22 GW onshore, and solar rising from 5 GW to 28 GW. It also has 8 GW of
tidal, some biogas but no biomass imports. Domestic heat use would have to be cut by near
60%, and conventional electricity use by 20%. But electricity would take over new roles: 25%
of heat demand would be shifted onto the power system by heat pumps, and around 12.7
million Electric Vehicles are also used. There’s around 20 GW of local CHP (gas & some
biomass) but no new nuclear and no CCS, just around 20 GW of gas CCGT and some
demand side management, to help with balancing. That’s all very ambitious - for 2030. But
RUK said wind could credibly get to 55 GW by 2030, given proper funding, and the report
got good coverage: www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/sep/20/85-of-british-power-can-be-viarenewables-by-2030-says-greenpeace and www.alphr.com/science/1001579/greenpeace-says-britain-can-be-85renewable-by-2030 But a week point is that it’s not costed. Though it does look at balancing: it

uses 11 years of hourly weather data to model how national demand could be met, down to
the household level, if the UK relied on renewables, chiefly wind, solar, and tidal, for over
80% of its power. See: http://energydesk.greenpeace.org/2015/09/21/4-ways-the-uk-can-get-almost-all-itspower-from-renewables/ The full thing is at: www.demandenergyequality.org/2030-energy-scenario.html

*A new global Greenpeace study looks to 100% renewables by 2050 and does cover the economics -

it says it will involve no extra net cost, given energy and health cost savings from not using fossil fuel:
www.greenpeace.org/international/Global/international/publications/climate/2015/Energy-Revolution-2015-Full.pdf
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All’s well that ends well…

FITs too good ‘The feed-in

DECC commissioned independent reports on its Electricity tariff scheme has been extremely
in deploying smallMarket Reform programme, which included the Contracts successful
scale renewables. The scheme has
for Difference (CfD) and Capacity Market (CM) auction
already exceeded our 2020/21
processes, as now set within the Levy Control Framework,
projections for hydro, wind, and
anaerobic digestion and is within
and the FID Enabling for Renewables process, that led to
the projected range for solar PV.
preliminary CfDs being offered. As DECC noted: ‘the
Given this, alongside the risk of
evaluation [report] does not recommend any significant
rising costs to consumers, it is
changes to either CM or CfD mechanism, rather focusing on right to consider cost control
measures. Even with the proposed
suggesting changes to streamline administrative processes
changes, we are still on track to
& reviewing some specific parameters as well as monitoring deliver at least 30% of the UK’s
electricity from renewable
performance’. However, DECC did recognise that the
sources by 2020 so our overall
‘proportion of LCF budget left available for the enduring
carbon savings will remain in line
regime was lower than forecast when the FID Enabling for
with our original projections’.
Renewables budget was set,’ but said ‘this is in part due to
Andrea Leadsom, DECC,16 Oct
lower wholesale prices and higher costs of the Renewables
Obligation than was originally anticipated. The Department also considers that the FID
Enabling for Renewables process ultimately enabled price competition to happen sooner than
it would have otherwise been able to through introducing and testing the CfD with the market.’
In relation to the CfDs, DECC also agreed with the point raised in the review comments that:
‘speculative bids are undesirable as they can distort auction outcomes, lead to unsigned
contracts, leave budget unspent, and increase allocation risk. This benefits neither auction
participants, nor consumers.’ Just like the old NFFO! But it says ‘the current allocation and
CfD contract design include a number of features designed to deter speculative bidding, and
encourage development’ such as ‘demonstrating that the project is in receipt of planning
permission and a grid connection agreement; a penalty for non-signature, which excludes
projects from taking part in another allocation round for at least 13 months; and, and a
potential for a termination of the contract associated with failure to meet the Milestone Stone
Delivery Date’. So all is well! Competition gets strike prices down and delivers viable projects.
No mention of the fact that the Hinkley nuclear CfD was awarded without a contract auction.
Or that the last minute renewables cuts are having a major impact of investment confidence.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/electricity-market-reform-evaluation More of the same on the

CCC review: www.gov.uk/government/publications/committee-on-climate-changes-2015-progress-report-governmentresponse So

it seems competition trumps all: witness the fate of the Green Investment Bank:
*Onshore wind may no be totally wiped out! The Lords opposed the proposal to end its access to
the Renewable Obligation a year early - in March. It would save 30p p.a. on bills! DECC had
offered a 9 month ‘grace’ period, for projects that had their permissions
CAB says the
CfD block to
mostly sorted by last June. That might have let 3 GW through.
http://www.e3g.org/news/media-room/government-to-chop-the-green-out-of-its-green-investment-bank

www.gov.uk/government/publications/renewables-obligation-ro-grace-period-for-new-onshore-wind
www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201516/ldhansrd/text/151021-0001.htm#15102146000399

But Rudd’s Reset plan is no help. See later.
And the CCS option is now blocked…

Back to the Future

More for less

https://www.citizensad
vice.org.uk/Global/Citi

Good Energy zensAdvice/Energy/Ge
says that wind and solar brought neratingValue.pdf
down the wholesale cost of electricity by £1.55 bn in
2014, since their marginal cost was low. So the overall
net cost for supporting these two sources was £1.1 bn,
58% less than the cost reflected in the LCF budget set
for green subsidies. And as green tech develops, so will
the savings. Well in theory- but, under the CfD scheme,
if the floor price falls, doesn’t the subsidy rise to
maintain the strike price?

A very different view was

…
taken by ICL’s Prof. Keith Barnham at the annual

conference of Scientists for Global Responsibility. He
claimed that if the cut funding was reinstated and AD
biogas speeded up, the UK could start to catch up with
Germany - though as it was at present, they were well
ahead and looked likely soon to overtake the UK even
in offshore wind. But could we really go nearly all
renewable at low cost by 2020 as he claimed?
http://www.sgr.org.uk/sites/sgr.org.uk/files/SGRconf2015Barnham.pdf

on-shore wind
may cost £0.5bn

www.goodenergy.co.uk/press/releases/2015/10/19/renewables-bringdown-the-wholesale-cost-of-energy-finds-new-study Also:
http://www.solar-trade.org.uk/comparing-hinkley-point-c-with-solar/
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Green heat: not all going to plan

Imperial College

also called for more
focus on green heat,
renewable gas, and
energy saving:

A new report ‘Policy for Heat: Transforming the System’ from Carbon
Connect follows a cross-party inquiry chaired by Shadow Energy Minister,
https://workspace.imperial.a
Jonathan Reynolds MP, & Tory Rebecca Pow MP. It argues for better
c.uk/icept/Public/Energy
development and greater integration of policy on low carbon heat, energy
System Crossroads.pdf
efficiency, and new build homes. It notes big problems. ‘The UK has a
relatively low installation rate of retrofit energy efficiency measures and struggles at
assessing the efficacy of its policies. Partly as a result of this, an estimated 4 million
households in the UK in 2011 were unable to afford to heat their homes.’ Not helped, it felt,
by the scrapping of ECO and the Zero Carbon Buildings code. Or the Green Deal.
It says the Renewable Heat Incentive ‘has not realised the uptake figures originally projected.
At current levels, the RHI is not effectively driving low carbon heat. The recent scrapping of
the zero carbon homes standard and the Green Deal energy efficiency scheme has created
even greater pressure for the RHI to deliver. However, as currently constituted, the RHI is not
designed to encourage a widespread deployment of low carbon heat technologies but rather is
designed to foster more practical experiences of renewable heat options.’
No to CHP/DH
Sounds as if it likes district heating more. It says its development ‘has
http://www.constructionbeen too slow in the UK, with a lack of an overarching strategy from the
manager.co.uk/comment/itGovernment. Decision makers are still reinventing procedures and trying time-we-answ5ered-th9oseawkw3ard-questions-chp/
to overcome obstacles, when it should have been possible for networks to Reply
http://www.constructionhave been developed earlier and faster.’ But electric heating is still a key option
‘with many
manager.co.uk/comment/ch
- though ‘with many future energy pathways in the UK relying heavily on p-what-d2oes-indus3tryac4tually-think/
the electrification of heat, there is a need to reinforce the electricity
networks. Local energy plans will need to take into account information regarding the costs
and feasibility of upgrading electricity networks, requiring coordination between local
authorities and network operators. Smart-grid technologies will help manage impacts on
electricity networks as well as unlock other benefits such as demand side response and
distributed energy storage.’ But it also mentions what some see as a better approach - the use
of low carbon gas rather than grid power, although it stresses ‘the significant uncertainties
regarding the availability and costs of the different low carbon gas energy solutions in the
future, as well as their best uses in the energy system’. This seems a little shortsighted: green
gas/SNG are expanding. And in system terms, as Imperial note (see top Box), heat demand
has huge daily and seasonal swings, much larger than those for electricity demand, which
would be hard for electricity based systems to meet. The gas grid handles 3-4 times more
energy than the power grid, and also provides major storage and balancing services. But then
lurking in the background, maybe Small Modular Reactors might provide CHP heat! Actually
the report mentions a different ‘SMR’ option - Steam Methane Reformers - for hydrogen (H2)
production. That seems bit old hat, but it does briefly mention newer ideas for hydrogen and
syngas production, although it seems to link the prospects for that to the success or otherwise
of CCS, which would provide the CO2 feedstock for converting H2, produced perhaps using
surplus wind-derived power, to synthetic methane. It’s not clear though if H2 or methane is
the best option - maybe a mix, added to the gas grid. The report says ‘there are opportunities
for innovative approaches to the mix of gas used in the system,’ but that there are implications
for pipelines and end-use devices. Well there have been examples of mixes with high H2
content - including the UK’s old town gas. But the report says more research is needed and
that ‘the requirements of hydrogen, along with other low carbon gas sources,
Cold - a
need to be considered and integrated into current planning on gas networks’.
new need
Overall the report outlines possible new and revived technical directions: e.g.
http://www.birmi
though it says solar heating’s carbon saving cost is too high, it sees potential
ngham.ac.uk/rese
gains if CHP was ‘relaunched with greater emphasis on decarbonisation’. And, arch/activity/ener
gy/policy/cold/po
politically, it says Local Councils must be more involved with energy planning. licy-commissionlaunch.aspx
Judging by this report, they could hardy do worse than central government!
http://www.policyconnect.org.uk/cc/research/report-future-heat-series-part-2-policy-heat

The ETI also has a new report on green heat: www.eti.co.uk/heat-insight-decarbonising-heat-for-uk-homes/
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Rudds ‘energy market reset’ speech ICE 18

th

Nov.

Amber Rudd recited the standard line on the need for competition to reduce prices:‘clean
technologies will only be sustainable at the scale we need if they are cheap enough’. There
would be no more blank cheques: ‘we will not support offshore wind at any cost. Further
support will be strictly conditional on the cost reductions we have seen already accelerating.
The technology needs to move quickly to cost-competitiveness. If that happens we could
support up to 10 GW of new offshore wind projects in the 2020s.’ So some commitment was
made. But it was limited: ‘If, and only if, the Government’s conditions on cost reduction are
met - we will make funding available for three auctions in this Parliament. We intend to hold
the first of these auctions by the end of 2016.’ As for the other renewables , she said ‘when
costs come down, as they have in onshore wind and solar, so should support. For instance,
we have enough onshore wind in the pipeline to meet our 2020 expectations. That is why we
set out in our manifesto that we would end any new public subsidy for onshore wind farms.
The costs of solar have come down too. Over 8 GW of solar is already deployed and even
with the costs controls we have proposed we expect to have around 12 GW in place by 2020.’
So the cuts and blocks remain, but all would be well since ‘these technologies will be costcompetitive through the 2020s’. She didn't say if that applied to nuclear, but did say, it, and
gas, was ‘central to our energy secure future’. The Capacity Market could help back new gas
plants! And following on from Hinkley,‘in the mid 2020s’, there were plans for ‘a new fleet of
nuclear power stations, including at Wylfa and Moorside. This could provide up to 30% of the
low carbon electricity which we’re likely to need through the 2030s.’ But, coal was out:‘we
will be launching a consultation in the spring on when to close all unabated coal-fired power
stations. Our consultation will set out proposals to close coal by 2025 - and restrict its use
from 2023.’ It’s certainly become an issue, still supplying 30% of UK power, dirtily and
increasingly unreliably: http://ow.ly/Uh2DN	
  .	
  Now it may finally go- replaced by shale gas!
Greens
Market not reset So where was the much trumpeted market reset? Rudd just seemed wont like
to see it as more of the same, more competition, but with some tiny tweaks: ‘We need a course that, or
correction using the tools we have already developed through Electricity Market Reform. We
much of
know competition works. It keeps costs low and can deliver a clean and reliable energy
system. We want a consumer-led, competition focussed energy system that has energy security the rest.
Nuclear is
at the heart of it and delivers for families and businesses. We want to see a competitive
electricity market, with government out of the way as much as possible, by 2025.’
‘safe and
So where are the interventionists tweaks? Well apart from coal (out despite being cheap), gas
reliable’!
would be revamped a bit. The market works fine up to a point: ‘Investors, driven by a desire to Also there
make a profit, have built new LNG terminals and pipelines that have improved diversity of
supply. In this case, energy security has been best served by government staying out of the way was this:
‘we want
and allowing markets to find an answer.’ But ‘we can’t be complacent. We currently import
intermittent
around half of our gas needs, but by 2030 that could be as high as 75%. That’s why we’re
encouraging investment in our shale gas exploration so we can add new sources of homegenerators
grown supply.’ There will also be support for innovation: smart meters were presented as
to be
one such. CCS might be another. Er, green heat too. But,‘we cannot support every technology. responsible
Our intervention has to be limited to where we can really make a difference - where the
for the
technology has the potential to scale up and to compete in a global market without subsidy.
pressures
DECC funding for innovation is already supporting the development of transformative
technologies here in the UK. In energy storage, in low carbon transport fuels, in more efficient they add to
lighting.’ And ‘We must also build on our rich nuclear heritage and become a centre for
the system
global nuclear innovation’ - for SMRs too! But here it gets really odd:‘Energy research and
when the
development has been neglected in recent years in favour of the mass deployment of all
wind does
renewable technologies. We do not think this is right’. Was that how it was? And finally ‘some
not blow or
argue we should adapt our traditional model dominated by large power stations and go for a
the sun
new, decentralised, flexible approach. Locally-generated energy supported by storage, interdoes not
connection and demand response, offers the possibility of a radically different model.’ But,‘it
is not necessarily the job of Government to choose one of these models. Government is the
shine’. A
enabler. The market will reveal which one works and how much we need of both.’ MAGIC!
new tax?
MARKETS!!	
  
1Markets!
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/amber-rudds-speech-on-a-new-direction-for-uk-energy-policy
Reactions: http://realfeed-intariffs.blogspot.co.uk/2015/11/amber-rudd-re-set-do-nothing-fantasy.html
http://www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2986324/lights_out_amber_rudds_disastrous_absence_of_an_energy_strategy.html
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Rudd.. gets it wrong

Free markets will save us
The Adam Smith Institute calls for a free market

Amber Rudd was batting on a sticky wicket
free-for-all of unrestricted innovation, as happened
when she came to launch her market reset plan
with the internet. It says smart grids and distributed
energy production can revolutionise old models of
(above). A leaked memo had made clear that,
energy distribution and pricing, in the same way that
far from the UK being on track to meet its EU
apps like Uber are disrupting traditional models of
defined mandatory 15%, 2020 renewable energy transport. So its report is all about competition, with
target, as she had claimed, it would fall short
very little on actual energy supply tech or strategy:
www.adamsmith.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Powerby 32-66 TWh per year by 2020, with a central
Up-Lynne-Kiesling.pdf Adding to the fun, in his IET
estimate of a 50 TWh shortfall. So we would
‘Mountbatten Memorial Lecture’, Oxford Prof. Dieter
be 3.5% short of the target- nearly 25% under.
Helm said that the falls in oil, gas and coal prices
She didn't spell it out it the ‘Reset’ speech, but
have confounded the peak oil advocates and the
her options are limited: more biofuels, buying
predictions of ever higher prices & price volatility on
which much of current energy policy is based.
in green power and credits from abroad: ‘everyWholesale power prices are not going up as DECC
thing but wind & solar’, as the Ecologist put it.
predicted. They have been going down. Existing
www.theecologist.org/ Even the Swansea Tidal
renewables will now need permanent subsidies and
Lagoon is stalled www.independent.co.uk/news/.
It’s a new
nuclear has been adversely affected. Disruptive
technologies are further undermining the ‘winners’
mess. She told the Energy & Climate Change
Select
politicians have been picking. Carbon & energy
Committee ‘I recognise we don’t have the
right
policies need to be recast.
policies, particularly in transport and heat, but
https://tv.theiet.org/?videoid=7379
we have 4 to 5 years and I remain committed to making the [2020] target’.
A new Capacity
So what is she proposing? Basically ‘to maintain our commitment to
Market round
achieving at least 30% of electricity generation from renewables; to meet
backs 46 GW of
the 10% sub-target for renewable fuels in transport; and to continue
mostly old plant
support for the deployment of new renewable heating installations after the
current funding settlement ends in 2015/16’. All of those aims are problematic: the 30%
renewable electricity target, because of the cuts in support for wind & PV; the 10% transport
fuel target, because of costs, land use and sustainability issues, with most of the easier,
cheaper less invasive options (using biomass wastes) already being accounted for in the heat
plan; and the heat target given the slow progress made on the Renewables Heat Incentive. The
panic option is to buy in green power from abroad via the inter-connectors e.g. Norwegian
hydro! All of this since the cost of missing the target could be huge. She has problems. Just
pushing gas & nuclear, dumping coal and most renewables, along now with CCS, is hardly a
new market reset. Last ditch Icelandic geothermal? Unlikely! http://euanmearns.com/icelink-under-study
1www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2986190/leaked_letter_rudd_admits_25_green_energy_undershoot_misled_parliament.html

Right thinking

At the EnergyLive 2015 trade conference last year

Energy Minister Andrea Leadsom was adamant that was no U-turn on renewables support and unapologetic
about cutting subsidies. ‘In no business area would you allow a budget to run away from you. Demand-led
subsidies where there are not any boundaries is very bad for business.’ She got support from Alistair Phillips Davies, chair of utility SSE, and Kevin McCullough of Calon Energy. And Tim Rotheray of the Association
for Decentralised Energy (the CHPA as it once was), while agreeing that the speed of the subsidies cuts had
‘made everyone nervous’, said that ‘there has been a sense of entitlement among some in the renewables
industry’. With some saying in effect ‘You can’t do this to me because I’m green’. This view of entitlement
was reflected by Angela Knight, former CEO of Utility trade body Energy UK. She said that anyone surprised
by the government’s action on renewables subsidies ‘should have read the Tory manifesto’ before the last
Election, and added: ‘If you rely on government subsidies, you are in the hands of governments. You cannot
assume you have a God-given right to a subsidy.’ But Joan McNaughton of the World Energy Council argued
that ‘the state of the industry is bound up with policy, so there is uncertainty. We need clarity and the last
thing we need is a fundamental reset of the EMR.’ Well most of the Electricity Market Reforms have remained
intact. But maybe that’s the problem! What was needed was not a few tinkerings, but a new direction.
www.powerengineeringint.com/articles/2015/11/renewable-subsidy-cuts-dominate-uk-energy-debate.html

And Corbyn too… ‘While I strongly support green energy in general, such as wind, wave,
tidal, solar power and energy conservation measures, I understand that you have to have a base of
electricity production. Otherwise when those renewable resources don’t kick in you end up with no
supply.’ Jeremy Corbyn, Labour Leader, evidently backing nuclear power.	
  
www.newsandstar.co.uk/news/corbyn-we-need-to-protect-nuclear-jobs-and-regulate-the-industry-1.1230086
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UK goes for bust (again)

Nuclear news

Last year, Energy Minister Andrea Leadsom told the Commons that the Government hopes to
be able to meet 35% of the UK’s electricity needs from nuclear plants by 2028. Unlikely! But
the almost final go ahead for Hinkley, backed by China, emboldened the nuclear lobby.
Hinkley The battle goes on. Austria’s legal challenge is still live and the media is hostile,
with, last year, Chistopher Brooker in the Telegraph labeling it as ‘a truly national major
scandal’ and a ‘total waste of money’: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/11893698/Hinkley-a-truly-major-nationalscandal.html Like the FT, the Institute of Directors also saw the EPR as too expensive:	
  
www.infrastructure-intelligence.com/article/sep-2015/french-nuclear-technology-too-expensive-and-unproven-says-iod-boss

So what now? There is still a long way to go before it is built, with delays and cost overruns
likely (as with the EPRs in Finland, France and China). Even if it is eventually completed, it
could face major economic problems as cheaper alternatives come on line. That has happened
before, with British Energy, which had taken over most of the newly privatised nuclear plants
in 1996, going bust as cheaper gas plants and liberalised markets won out (see Forum). It may
happen again. It’s been claimed that nuclear plants cost more to build in the UK than elsewhere:	
  
www.carbonbrief.org/blog/2015/09/new-nuclear-power-in-uk-would-be-the-worlds-most-costly-says-report/ Be that as it
may (China may have cheaper labour and finance, and less effective safety scrutiny), the
economic sums for the current UK round certainly do look odd:
www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2985032/do_the_uk_governments_sums_on_hinkley_and_climate_change_add_
up.html And though China’s involvement adds a new dimension, it can’t speed it up:
https://alansenergyblog.wordpress.com/2015/08/05/the-chinese-nuclear-fairy-gets-set-to-wave-her-wand/

So when will Hinkley get finished? Last year EDF admitted that it was no longer possible to
finish it by 2023, as initially planned: www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34149392 Indeed some in the antinuclear camp took heart from the fact that preliminary work on the site had been halted:
www.clickgreen.org.uk/news/national-news/126381-exclusive-edf-mothballs-planned-hinkley-c-nuclear-power-site.html

But that was before the go ahead decision emerged. Though a full re-start on the main project
is still evidently some way off. For full coverage of the twist and turns, see the indispensable:
www.no2nuclearpower.org.uk/nuclearnews/NuClearNewsNo77.pdf and /NuClearNewsNo78.pdf / 79.pdf / 80.pdf and also
www.theecologist.org/blogs_and_comments/commentators/2985648/hinkley_cs_claimed_benefits_evaporate_under_scrutiny.html

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

Also hanging over it all, the results of new tests that have been ordered on the steel in the
Flamanville reactor vessel won’t be known until later this year. That could kill all EPRs off.
www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2985650/flamanville_nuclear_safety_fail_sounds_death_knell_for_hinkley_c.html

Moorside objections: The proposed new 3.3 GW plant alongside Sellafield would
need new grid links across the Lake District: putting them underground would double the cost:
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/earth/energy/11861385/Giant-pylons-planned-across-Lake-District-landscape.html

Bradwell The Hinkley deal with China opens the way for a Chinese nuclear plant at the

Bradwell site in Essex. This raised fears. Brian Strutton, national secretary for energy at the
GMB union, said: ‘Chinese nuclear technology is unproven and no UK government should
even consider allowing it to be used in a new nuclear power station 60 miles from London’.
The China link also worried the Times: www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/opinion/leaders/article4563849.ece But
there’s more to come: the UK and China are to co-fund a £50m UK nuclear research centre.

Labour to back nuclear? Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn did say he was anti.
But he may have shifted, and, while unhappy with Hinkley’s high cost, last year Lisa Nandy,
Shadow Energy Secretary, said: ‘I support a role for nuclear power to keep our energy supplies
secure and to cut carbon pollution from electricity generation but not at any cost and not
when more affordable opportunities exist, which could offer households a better deal’:
www.businessgreen.com/bg/analysis/2427906/labour-demands-probe-into-hinkley-point-costs-to-taxpayers

Next The Energy Technologies Institute thinks the UK could have 50 GW of nuclear by 2050 including SMR mini nukes: www.eti.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/3511-ETI-Nuclear-Insights-Lores-AW.pdf
The official view on SMRs: www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmselect/cmenergy/1105/1105.pdf A critique:
http://blogs.sussex.ac.uk/sussexenergygroup/2015/10/09/small-modular-reactors-a-real-prospect-by-gordon-mackerron/
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2. Global news and developments
The big players change their tune

Fossil subsidies
£10m/minute-IMF
http://www.theguardia

Last year saw a big shift. Hard on the switch by E.ON’s from nuclear* to n.com/environment/20
renewables, which followed Siemens and RWE’s earlier conversions, in 15/may/18/fossil-fuelcompanies-gettingApril, GDF Suez (now Engie) said ‘We have one conviction: the energy model
of tomorrow
10m-a-minute-insubsidies-says-imf
will be in 3D: Decarbonized, thanks to the development of renewable energies;
Digitized, by
deploying intelligent networks; and Decentralized’. And in June, UBS, a major independent
financial consultancy, said: ‘We believe solar will eventually replace nuclear and coal, and be
established as the default technology of the future to generate and supply electricity’.
Even the usually conservative US Energy Information Administration said the ‘rising long
term natural gas prices, the high capital costs of new coal and nuclear generation capacity,
state-level policies, and cost reductions for renewable generation in a market characterized
by relatively slow electricity demand growth favor increased use of renewables’.
* EIA ‘Annual Energy Outlook 2015 with projections to 2040’, *but it now may
US Dept. of Energy. We expect more conversions this year... stay in its portfolio

Per capital spending on renewables

*Wind on the best US
sites- LCOE 2.5c/kWh
windreport.lbl.gov

Germany spends almost twice as much per capita on renewables as the UK, but it’s tailing
off. According to Bloomberg New Energy Finance, the UK has benefited from over £53bn of
private sector investment in the renewables market (Biomass & Waste, Geothermal, Marine,
Small Hydro, Solar and Wind) since 2004. This equates to an average of £79 per capita per
year. In the same period, around £133bn was invested in Germany at an average of £148 per
capita per year and £244bn
Totalwas invested in China at an
since
1965
average of £16 per capita per
year. The EU average for the
same period is £78 per capita
The IEA’s new report on
per year. But its changing: in
energy costs (see below)
seems to confirm STA’s
2014 there was over £8bn of
view that PV (in UK)
private sector investment in
will be cheaper than gas
the UK, equivalent to £132
by 2018 and Agora’s
view that it will fall to
per capita, compared to £97
4.2-10.3 p/kWh by 2025,
pc for Germany and £36 for
2.0-7.4p/kWh by 2050.
China. The European average
Edie.net: http://ow.ly/RG28u
was £60 per capita in 2014.
BNEF/Eurostat/UN data
https://edmhdotme.wordpress.com/european-renewable-energy-costs-and-performance-2014/
The International

Renewable costs halve
AgencyThe
(IRENA)
cost of
hasgenerating electricity from renewables
Renewable Energy

also
backed
up this
claim
has more than halved in the last 5 years,
says
a joint
International
Energy Agency/Nuclear
by
stating,
back
in
Energy Agency report ‘Projected Costs of Generating Electricity: 2015 Edition’. The median
January, that renewable
cost of power from solar fell from around
$500/MWh to $200/MWh over five years, while
energy prices were now
the cost of onshore wind fell to aroundcompetitive
$100/MWh.
comparison, baseload power available
withFor
fossil
from natural gas, coal and nuclear plants
fell
marginally
to around $100/MWh. It noted that
fuels.
costs for nuclear has remained relatively stable, ‘undermining the growing narrative that
nuclear costs continue to increase globally’, but as Edie.net noted, it concluded that there was
a growing trend towards low/zero-carbon sources: ‘The vast majority of the technologies
included in this study are low - or zero-carbon sources suggesting a clear shift in the interest
of participating countries away from fossil-based technologies, at least as compared to the
2010 study.’ Report: www.iea.org/bookshop/711-Projected_Costs_of_Generating_Electricity Reactions
http://www.powermag.com/nuclear-is-still-the-lowest-cost-option-says-ieanea-report is still the lowest cost contrasts
strongly with www.carbonbrief.org/blog/2015/09/new-nuclear-power-in-uk-would-be-the-worlds-most-costly-says-report/
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Prosumer integration

Integration issues with EVs: Even prosumers
may have to import some power for charging EVs.
With domestic PV self-generation catching
A temporary US fix: pay them to delay charging!
on globally, the issue of grid integration,
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2015/08/vehicle-tomanagement and balancing, and who pays for
grid-energy-storage-experiment-underway-in-california.html
it, is a live one. It’s led to system charges being
imposed on ‘prosumers’ in Germany, battles over net metering charges in the USA, and in
Spain, a bitterly opposed tax on PV-linked domestic storage. Here’s how an EC Insight study
of what it calls ‘self consumption’ (SC) using renewable energy systems (RES) puts it: ‘A
delicate topic is the distribution of the costs, be it costs of the power grid or additional
production costs of RES. SC tends to reallocate costs from some prosumers that can afford
the necessary investments to consumers that have to receive their power only from the
common grid. The latter being charged a higher share of grid costs, levies and taxes.’ It says
there have been ‘interesting proposals to change the collection of grid costs such as timevarying grid charges or charges split by volume and maximum load’. But SC is worth it, since,
with proper demand management and storage, system integration costs can
IRENA says
be cut 20%. http://t.ymlp349.com/usqseaxaeujuwakajbaraush/click.php
renewables with

Whole sale prices falling says the EC Insight team

efficiency can
boost 2030 energy
saving to 25%:	
  

In another useful analysis, Insight shows that the rise of renewable use has led to
http://irenanewsroom.o
stabilising and even lowering electricity wholesale prices in many EU markets
rg/2015/08/11/energy(although not necessarily retail prices) by causing a shift in the ‘merit order’ curve efficiency-vital-todoubling-global-shareand substituting for some conventional plant output, so avoiding fossil fuel costs. of-renewables 	
  
	
  
It models likely trends and says that, by 2030 wholesale prices will have fallen by an	
   average of €1.6/
MWh across the EU and €4.2/MWh by 2050: http://t.ymlp349.com/usqsjazaeujuwaxajbazaush/click.php

.. and onshore
wind is cheapest
in generation cost terms according
to the most recent US data: see
right. That includes extra grid
costs. These are average costs;
some projects will be cheaper and
PV costs are falling fast: see later.
Backup/system cost (10-20%?) are
presumably additional, but will
depend on how that is done: by gas
plants (low), storage (higher),
demand management (could
actually save money e.g. by
shifting peaks), supergrid links
(could earn money by selling
US EIA 2015: www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/electricity_generation.cfm
surplus/avoiding curtailment)
Low net backup cost? Certainly the International Energy Agency says that ‘smart grid’
systems could change the relationship between supply and demand fundamentally, making it
possible to cope with occasional reduced input from variable renewables, and, by reducing
waste, limit the extra cost, which it puts at 10-15% for up to a 45% renewable penetration. In
fact it suggest that, given technology improvements, and high carbon costs/reduced use of
fossil fuel, the extra system costs could ultimately be offset completely. See the IEA’s 2014
report ‘The Power of Transformation - Wind, Sun & the Economics of Flexible Power
Systems’ www.iea.org/bookshop/465-The_Power_of_Transformation and it 2015 study:
www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/TechnologyRoadmapHow2GuideforSmartGridsinDistrib
utionNetworks.pdf	
  	
  For a very different view, see the Nuclear Energy Agency 2012 study which
says that backup costs will be huge: www.oecd-nea.org/ndd/reports/2012/system-effects-exec-sum.pdf
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Changes in Germany

EU news

Germany’s nuclear phase-out and renewables ramp up programme continues and met with
approval in this LSE-based study: http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/europpblog/2014/10/27/germanys-decision-tophase-out-nuclear-power-is-fundamentally-sensible-from-an-economic-perspective/

Germany very briefly obtained 78% of its electricity from renewables last summer! Annually
it’s over 30%: http://energytransition.de/2015/07/renewables-covered-78percent-of-german-electricity/
Electricity Market 2.0 For the next phase it’s planning new electricity market system,
with the emphasis, in a new White paper, on market competition rather than state intervention.
But, unlike the UK, it is not setting up a capacity market, which it says might just lock
existing fossil plants into a backup role. Instead it wants to stimulate flexibility and new
developments, including balancing imports/exports, although it will keep 4 GW of reserve
fossil capacity as a ‘belt and braces’ system-reliability guarantee. It will not impose explicit or
implicit price caps in the energy markets: flexible power plants can earn revenues by selling
energy if prices spike as wind and solar ramp up and down. Meanwhile a central contract
auction is to go ahead for offshore wind.
As part of the new 4 GW of reserve, five Goodbye FiTs: markets take over
Germany’s new policy also sets a new context for the
of Germany’s largest lignite coal power
deployment of renewables. Whereas at one time
plants will be taken off line. This will
guaranteed-price Feed-In Tariffs (FiTs) provided the
help meet its ambitious climate goals by main support mechanism for renewables, the Renewable
Energy Sources Act, amended in 2014, now requires
2020, without the need for the once
proposed climate tax. 2.7 GW of lignite new installations to sell electricity from renewables
directly to the market. At present, the White paper says,
coal capacity, about 13% of Germany’s
approx. 70% of electricity generated from renewables is
hard-coal fleet, will be transferred for
sold directly to the market. By 2020, this share will rise
occasional service in the new capacity
to approx. 80%, according to current estimates. That
will clearly help them fit into the proposed new market
reserve, but then be decommissioned.
system, but there are many details yet to be sorted. So it
The government will also provide state
is hard to say how well they will fare. A key
aid to combined heat and power (CHP)
57 fossil
concern has of course been to reduce the cost
plants whose economic viability is at risk, to consumers. Slowing down & removing the plants go
www.dw.com/en
promote the conversion from coal-fired
FiTs will have done that, at least in the short
/renewablesterm.
Whether
the
new
competitive
market
shift-wallopsto gas-fired CHP, and also prioritise the
will achieve that long term remains to be seen. traditionaluse of under-ground cables rather than
power-plants/a18668018
overhead power lines. http://www.bmwi.de/EN/Service/publications,did=721538.html

Germany & UK compared http://erpuk.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/ERP-Flex-Man-Full-Report.pdf
The UK Energy Research Partnership (ERP) has looked at the German situation in its report on UK grid
balancing options. It noted that ‘At the end of 2014 Germany had 36 GW of wind and 38 GW of solar, with a
peak demand of over 70 GW. So at first sight it might be thought that Germany is already tackling issues
associated with intermittency that the GB system will have to face if the UK also aims for significant production
from renewable.’ However, it says ‘closer examination shows us that Germany is not in the same position and
the solutions currently employed there are either not possible or unpalatable for the GB system. Firstly,
although Germany is the world leader in the installation of weather dependent renewables (by the end of
October 2014 these technologies accounted for 42% of capacity) it has still not experienced a level of
production that exceeds demand.’ In fact ‘on the hour of maximum wind + PV output half of production still
came from conventional sources’ and ‘in 2014 just 16% of electricity came from wind and solar, well short of
the production needed in a high renewables scenario for the GB system’. Well, German renewables, including
hydro, now supply over 30% (what the UK aims for by 2020), and ERPs description of the export pattern is
dated. It claims that, ‘much of the renewables production (typically half) is exported to its neighbours rather
than displacing the highly emitting lignite plant’. As indicated above, even if it was the case once (and there are
rival interpretations arguing that it has been cheap power from coal that has been exported) that is now changing.
It’s still the case that the remaining coal plants provide some baseload and, with gas plants, some balancing, but
Germany is developing more pumped storage, P2G, CHP and DSR systems for balancing. As ERP says, it also
has the advantage of being embedded in the wider EU power system, so it can balance its grid using imports and
exports. But, in time, so could the UK. The ERP report does seem surprisingly dismissive of the German
system, perhaps since Germany aims to do without nuclear, whereas that is seen as vital (by some) in the UK.
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French negawatt scenario: France is aiming to get 40% of its electricity

from renewables by 2050. A study by Ademe, the Environment & Energy Agency, suggested
that, in theory, it could get 100%: http://mixenr.ademe.fr/en But a new NGO Negawatt scenario
says they could do even more, supplying 90% of all energy by then, assuming massive energy
saving in all sectors: www.negawatt.org/telechargement/SnW11/negaWatt_ExecutiveSummary.pdf
www.negawatt.org/telechargement/SnW11/Scenario_negaWatt_2011_Presentation_anglais.pdf

Romanian
tariff cuts
shut a new
storage much, says Energy Matters - unless a lot more pumped storage is built:
27MW
farm..
http://euanmearns.com/how-much-wind-and-solar-can-norways-reservoirs-balance/ It also had wind
www.windpowerm
onthly.com/article/
a go at the Canary Island El Hierro wind-hydro project: http://euanmearns.com/el-hierro-revisited/
1363328/analysisnow-unprofitableThough its initial critique got slightly challenged: http://euanmearns.com/another-visit-to-el-hierro/
project romanian-

Norwegian hydro seen as the ‘Battery of Europe’, can’t help with

developerdismantle-

Grid over-spills in central EU The Czechs and Poles don't like German loop
power using their grids: www.politico.eu/article/strong-winds-in-germany-a-problem-in-central-europe
There also seem to be some interconnector conflicts between Denmark and Germany, though
as ever Energy Matters takes a partisan line: http://euanmearns.com/inter-connectors-who-needs-them/
EU costs Energy Matters also ran the chart left,
purporting to show that EU countries with high
renewable capacities have high energy costs. But as
they admit, there are many other factors that can
influence the costs of any commodity: certainly the
cost of living is high in Germany and Denmark, so
this apparent correlation may not be very meaningful.
Indeed what it may show is the impact of green taxes
in countries aiming to squeeze out fossil fuel uses. In
which case, it’s not very helpful since it’s just a static
snapshot: installing renewables may initially be costly,
but, over time, overall costs fall
Danish District
since less fossil fuel has to be used. Heating conflict:
http://euanmearns.com/green-mythology-and-the-high-price-of-european-electricity/

EU emission savings & support systems

http://fw.to/8yGqTbU

Energy saving

The use of renewables cut EU greenhouse gas emissions by 8.8% from 2009 to 2012, http://enspol.eu/poli
cy-briefs
says the European Commission's Joint Research Centre, near two thirds of this due
to the use of renewables in Germany, Sweden, France, Italy & Spain. Renewable electricity made up
64% of the savings, renewable heating & cooling 31%, renewables in transport 5% - mostly biofuels.
A report from the EC Energy Insight team looked at the role of carbon pricing and the EU Emission
Trading System, which it admitted had been minimal so far: ‘The vast majority of abatement
achieved by the EU ETS since its establishment has been through fuel-switching from existing coal to
existing gas capacities in the power sector, particularly in Germany and the UK, rather than the
installation of renewables or efficient technologies in industry. As a result, the EU ETS has thus far
produced little or no long-term infrastructure change.’ Instead, technology-focused regulatory
interventions, setting targets and offering subsidy stimulus, ‘are almost entirely responsible for the
increase in renewable electricity across the EU over recent years’. However, although it accepted that
‘even if a substantial, predictable and broadly applicable price could be established in the EU, reallife market dynamics and structures mean that the theoretical potential of such an instrument cannot
be easily realised’, it still saw carbon trading as at least part of the way ahead, evidently in the
unshakable belief that market mechanisms are the best! But it concluded that since ‘carbon pricing
alone cannot be relied upon to deliver the level of decarbonisation required… it is clear that a policy
‘mix’, which alongside carbon pricing includes technology-based (i.e. those which actively promote or
remove from the market specific technologies, or those with particular characteristics) and behaviour
based instruments (e.g. those which employ behavioural and psychological insights to alter decision
making and subsequent actions) - forming three ‘pillars of policy’ - will be needed to achieve an
effective low-carbon transition in a cost-effective and feasible manner’.
http://www.insightenergy.org/system/publication_files/files/000/000/017/original/Insight-E_Lowcarboninfrastructure_HET8_Final.pdf
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USA changes

Global roundup

Obama may have backed nuclear (with a new ~$1bn R&D push) and Arctic drilling, but things
are changing in the USA. Young America opposes both: http://fuelfix.com/blog/2015/07/01/pewsurvey-most-young-americans-oppose-offshore-drilling-nuclear-power/#33023101=0 Maybe that’s why he
came out against the Keystone pipeline! This is good too: support for those impacted by decarbonisation: www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/budget/fy2016/assets/fact_sheets/investing-incoal-communities-workers-and-technology-the-power-plan.pdf But then, an election looms, with longtime Vermont radical Bernie Sanders doing very well, attracting large audiences, more than
Hilary Clinton. But there are rivals: http://www.newrepublic.com/article/121676/bernie-sanders-betterenvironmentalist-elizabeth-warre And Trump! Meantime New York City is trying to go green:
www.pennenergy.com/articles/pennenergy/2015/07/nyc-mayor-wants-to-power-government-with-renewableenergy.html And at long last the first US offshore wind farm is to get going. Only 5 turbines

(30 MW) off Rhode Islands: more ambitious projects like Cape Wind in Nantucket Sound
(130 turbines) are still stalled. But it’s a start. Meanwhile PV solar keeps on getting cheaper:
Berkeley Labs reported that prices fell by10-20% in 2014, with similar trends in 2015: See Fig.
PV price
falls in USA
Berkeley Labs

http://emp.lbl.gov/publicatio
ns/tracking-sun-viii-install

New energy
plan Also very
welcome is Obama’s
revised Clean Power
Plan, launched last
summer. It aims to cut
greenhouse gas
emissions from power
plants by 32% by 2030
(up from an earlier

30%), compared with 2005 levels: www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2015/08/03/fact-sheetpresident-obama-announce-historic-carbon-pollution-standards Subsequently he announced details of
$1bn+ in extra loan guarantees and other support programmes: www.whitehouse.gov/the-pressoffice/2015/08/24/fact-sheet-president-obama-announces-new-actions-bring-renewable-energy The US has
already pledged to cut 2025 GHG emissions by 26-28%, compared to 2005. The new EPA
plan delays the deadline for state policy compliance by two years to 2022. But, it also blocks
them from counting existing nuclear plants in the calculation of planned emission reductions
- it has to be new extra CO2 cuts, but that can include new nuclear plants and old nuclear
capacity upgrades. Even so, it’s bad news for nuclear: many old plants are on the edge
financially and were lobbying for more support: www.forbes.com/sites/jeffmcmahon/2015/08/03/finalclean-power-plan-drops-support-for-existing-nuclear-plants/ (they got some later - a boost to the $12 bn
available in loan guarantees). But renewables & CHP should do well in the Clean Power plan.
Reactions: http://grist.org/climateenergy/how-are-environmentalists-reacting-toobamas-clean-power-plan and
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/barackob
ama/11780350/Barack-Obamas-greenplans-could-cripple-Americas-economy.html

It now has to survive the GOP/right
wing backlash. The Financial Times
(3/8/15) said shale gas was the ‘big
loser’ in the plan. Well maybe…
Meanwhile Energy Matters did its usual
erudite demolition job:
http://euanmearns.com/obamas-co2-deception/

*Willem Post has had a go at the whole US energy system, though his EROEI figures look very odd:
www.theenergycollective.com/willem-post/2264202/reducing-us-primary-energy-wind-and-solar-energy-and-energy-efficiency
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China	
  China is pushing
ahead with renewables (see
right) despite it’s economic
problems. It’s largest solar
plant, a 200 MW CSP Power
Tower unit with tracking
heliostats, in the Gobi desert
in Qinghai province, will
cover over 2550 ha. (a 10
x10 mile square) and have15
hours of heat storage.
China aims have 100 GW of
solar capacity by 2020.

Taiwan

Its renewable target has

been raised to 17.25GW
by 2030, up from 13.75
GW as set in 2014, with
offshore wind up from
3GW to 4GW. More PV
& geothermal too.

But see: http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-0820/china-s-wind-and-solar-developers-hit-by-subsidies-short-ofplan

www.powerengineeringint.com/articles/2015/08/china-begins-work-on-its-largest-solar-power-plant.html	
  

See also China’s Renewable Energy Revolution, John Mathews and Hao Tan, Palgrave Pivot.

Japan Tees up Japan is covering its many abandoned old golf courses in solar

panels, as with Kyocera’s 23 MW solar farm on a former course in Kyoto prefecture. Popular
during the boom years, some golf courses have now been abandoned as unviable and some in
the NE were contaminated by fallout from Fukushima: www.independent.co.uk/environment/japanis-turning-abandoned-golf-courses-into-solar-farms-to-solve-its-energy-problems-10379109.html

Tunisian aid

North African politics are complex, but renewable CSP projects might
create some positive dynamics: www.carboncommentary.com/blog/2015/2/19/using-the-sahara-forbaseload-solar-power-the-nur-energie-plan-for-tunisian-csp Job creation in N Africa seems wise!

Brazil Agrofuel and workers rights:

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/ntwe.12048/abstract

G7 snap shot
G7 country results
www.greenpeace.de/files/publication
s/g7-greenpeace-factsheet05062015.pdf

Australian gloom gCanadian hopes:

Interesting that Italy is up there
with the G7 leader, Germany, in
this 2013/4 Greenpeace selection with 43% of its electricity coming
from renewables in 2014,
including hydro. But that doesn’t
include Sweden, Estonia, Latvia,
Denmark, Portugal, Austria or
Finland, who are well ahead of
these in terms of total energy from
renewables - over 55% now in the
case of Sweden.

http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/justin-trudeaupledges-millions-of-dollars-to-support-green-technology-1.3194875

Abbott seemed set on a green wipe out: www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/07/12/aussie-pm-tonyabbott-cancels-all-government-wind-farm-subsidies/ But see: www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/opinion/pmtony-abbott-no-grand-gestures-will-fix-renewable-energy/story-fni0cwl5-1227475852045 Though that’s not
how most saw the new emission targets: http://ow.ly/QNyoa Now he’s gone, will sanity prevail?
*See this rather bleak ‘Critique of Techno-Optimism’ from the Australian Post Carbon Pathways
project: www.postcarbonpathways.net.au/2014/01/23/working-paper-series-1st-edition/#.VZvyEIX1uv8 Later
postings are more positive: indeed it’s a good source of info. But things are clearly tough down there:
http://reneweconomy.com.au/2015/why-wind-and-solar-are-already-better-value-than-fossil-fuels-16022
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Climate: COP 21

The Islamic Climate Declaration calls on the people of all
The Pope said the world has to act
nations and their leaders to commit to ‘100 % renewable energy
and/or a zero emissions strategy as early as possible, to mitigate
on climate change, and an Islamic
environmental impact of their activities’. That of course
Climate Declaration, drafted at an the
might be taken to include nuclear, but it goes on to call for
international symposium in Istanbul, investment ‘in decentralized renewable energy, which is the best
way to reduce poverty & achieve sustainable development’.
has called for all people, leaders
It says we must ‘realize that to chase after unlimited economic
and businesses to commit to 100%
growth in a planet that is finite and already overloaded is not
renewable energy/zero emissions.
viable. Growth must be pursued wisely & in moderation, placing
See Box. It said ‘Humankind cannot a priority on increasing the resilience of all, and especially the
most vulnerable, to the climate change impacts already underway
afford the slow progress we have
expected to continue for many years to come.’ There should
seen in all the Conference of Parties and
be ‘a fresh model of well being, based on an alternative to the
… climate change negotiations’.
current financial model which depletes resources, degrades the
So, with this powerful religious
environment, and deepens inequality’. And it calls on companies,
backing, and wide popular support, finance, and the business sector to ‘shoulder the consequences of
profit-making activities, and take a visibly more active role
what happened at COP 21 in Paris? their
in reducing their carbon footprint’ and also ‘assist in the
The scene was set by a lot of mostly divestment from the fossil fuel driven economy and the scaling up
negative speculation (see Box right of renewable energy and other ecological alternatives’.
http://islamicclimatedeclaration.org/islamic-declaration-on-global-climate-change
below) and projections (see chart
below) and by the submission of intended national emission cut targets. However the Climate
Action Tracker consortium of research institutions said that the proposed cuts were nowhere
near enough to keep the average global temperature rise below 2 degrees C- so up to 3C was
now likely: www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-34135202 Others were more hopeful, but some
said 2C is too much anyway: http://thebulletin.org/bio/dawn-stover-0 Though see this contrarian
view: it’s (nearly) all hooey! http://euanmearns.com/co2-emissions-reduction-renewables-and-recession
What may be in store

Hopes but mostly fears

http://www.bitsofscience.
org/graph-countries2030-emission-targetsparis-climate-summit6667/

In the run up there were
rumours of a Danish U-turn:
www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/
2015-09-01/denmark-s-governmentreadies-u-turn-on-ambitious-climatetargets but also of a new and

better Indian climate policy:
www.linkedin.com/pulse/indiarethinking-its-climate-strategytobias-engelmeier. It was claimed
that China’s CO2 emissions

A handy intro
http://essaysconcern
ing.com/2015/07/22
/demystifyingglobal-warmingand-itsimplications/

have been over-estimated
EU Optimism
http://ow.ly/Tkx2b

The UK Centre for Alternative Technology produced a useful guide to the
various national Zero Carbon scenarios so far produced, calling for more and for more action on them: http://zerocarbonbritain.org/ready-for-zero

http://energydesk.greenpeace.org/20
15/08/20/why-chinas-carbonemissions-are-lower-than-everyonethought/ Or had it’s coal use

been underestimated?
http://blogs.wsj.com/chinarealtime/2
015/09/17/chinas-coal-consumption14-higher-than-previously-thought/

It was also claimed that most
carbon credits gained by
Russia and Ukraine were
not linked to real CO2 cuts:
www.bbc.co.uk/news/scienceenvironment-34042115

So what happened? 195 countries backed a 1.5 degree aspiration, but will the commitments
be enough to meet the EU’s requirement of matching cuts before it committed to 40% by
2030? www4.unfccc.int/submissions/indc/Submission Pages/submissions.aspx Brazil did offer a 37%
emission cut by 2025, but India only promised to cut emission/GDP growth by a third. It’s a
brave try, but with no binding national targets and it still has to ratified. Earlier IPCC said we
should move on from analysis to action: http://ow.ly/TkvoL Can we? And stay below 2 degrees?
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Nuclear Around the world…

Despite the slow down, the nuclear lobby predicts a boom:

www.nucnet.org/all-the-news/2015/07/10/iaea-bullish-on-long-term-role-fornuclear-report-shows Especially if electric car markets build up:
http://utilityweek.co.uk/news/electric-cars-could-hail-massive-ramp-up-ofnuclear-power/1151032#.VahDuM7bKM8 However local opposition

continues, e.g. in much (but not all) of the EU, with political
Nuclear: Pushing up daisies?
orientation as well as location being seen as key issues:
http://bit.ly/1k5vmSV Some developing countries look to it for the future:
New Build woes
www.theneweconomy.com/home/whats-next-for-nuclear-power-in-the-developing-world

www.plux.co.uk/slave-

labour-buildingBut is it a good choice - anywhere? It’s mostly dying in the West, despite
nuclear-plants/
some last gasp stands. Though some nuclear optimists still look to thorium
longer term: http://euanmearns.com/molten-salt-fast-reactor-technology-an-overview Good luck with that* Meanwhile,
not one single new Generation III reactor has yet come into service anywhere in the world,
despite this being the professed centre piece of the much trumpeted nuclear renaissance.
DECC Minister Andrea Leadsom	
  tried to fudge it by saying that ‘the reactor types being
proposed for UK build by electricity suppliers are all evolutions of similar, tried and tested
light water reactor systems, namely the Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR) and Boiling Water
Reactor (BWR). Examples of these have been in operation for many years and there are
around 356 currently operating worldwide’. But why then is there so much talk of ‘First of
Kind’ new plants - to justify high subsidies for them. You can’t have it both ways. Neither
though can you automatically assume every radiation scare story is true, even this one,
concerning mutant daises (see pic above) near (or at least 100 miles from) Fukushima:

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/2015/07/150723-fukushima-mutated-daisies-flowers-radiation-science/

What is undisputed is that the EDF/Areva EPR is in trouble - and the Chinese variants may
also have pressure vessel steel quality problems like the one in France. With projects in the
USA also faltering, and Russia slowing its programme, maybe nuclear really will soon be
pushing up daisies... It’s not dead yet, but clearly renewables are doing so much better: see chart.
*

Thorium not so good

Fuel production carbon
emissions for a Thorium Uranium-fuelled EPR were
estimated to be ~ 4-7%
higher than from a U-fuelled
EPR. And emissions from a
Th-U-fuelled heavy water
plant and a Th-U-fuelled
modular helium plant were
typically ~20-100% higher.
Some Th resources that may
be easier to mine are limited.

http://www.worldnuclearreport.org/

www.sciencedirect.com/science/
article/pii/S0196890415003957

MOX not good either
In the interim, there has been a spate of legal and financial action.
A claim for $7.6 bn has been made against Japan’s Mitsubishi for
damages resulting from the early closure of the San Onofre nuclear
plant in California, while in Brazil, Electronuclear’s CEO has been
arrested in connection with construction contracts for the Angra 3
nuclear plant. The are also corruption issues in China - a senior
figure was sacked in 2014, and some say regulation is still poor:

The USA is reconsidering
how it will dispose of 34
tonnes of plutonium as the
previous plan involving a
MOX plant has been said to
be twice as costly as a
dilution and disposal option.
http://www.world-nuclearnews.org/WR-Disposal-beats-MOXin-US-comparison-2108151.html

http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/may/25/china-nuclear-power-plants-expansion-he-zuoxiu And, at last,

Japan acts:

www.nytimes.com/2015/08/01/world/asia/3-former-tepco-executives-to-be-prosecuted-in-fukushima-nuclear-disaster.html
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3. Forum Odds and ends for you to chew on

Comments welcome!

UK Energy Futures Are we at the mercy of left wing anti-capitalists as
Amber Rudd seems to fear? Have they even penetrated National Grid? Here’s a demolition
job by Energy Matters on NG’s ambitious going green energy scenario:
A silly idea
http://euanmearns.com/a-quick-look-at-the-national-grids-future-energy-scenarios/

Replace hydro by PV:
www.resilience.org/sto
Energy Matters keeps at it with this new UK scenario, with a lot of nuclear:
ries/2015-08http://euanmearns.com/decarbonizing-uk-electricity-generation-five-options-that-will-work/ 07/undamming-riversWhy didn’t it look at this earlier effort, with a scenario which avoided nuclear: a-chance-for-newclean-energy-source
http://www.resilience.
http://britishpugwash.org/pathways-to-2050-three-possible-uk-energy-strategies/
org/stories/2015-08An IMF survey, ‘How Large Are Global Energy 07/undamming-riversSubsidies?’
a-chance-for-newsays the UK’s fossil fuel sector received subsidies of over £26 bn in 2015 - overclean-energy£400 per
sourceorg/stories/2015
person. The IMF states that this is 1.4% of UK GDP. The cost of supporting all -08renewable
07/uhttp://www.resilie
energy technologies in 2014/15 was £3.5 bn according to figures from DECC (from
RUK). It
nce.org/stories/201508-07/undammingcould all be very different. See CATs ZCB fightback: http://zerocarbonbritain.org/making-it-happen
rivers-a-chance-forThis UCB study asks, are green consumer subsidies equitable - it’s the rich whonew-clean-energyget them
sourcendammingmost: https://energyathaas.wordpress.com/2015/07/20/are-clean-energy-tax-credits-equitable rivers-a-chance-fornew-clean-energyAn E2e study by a group of US Universities
source last year

Compare that with this: www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306261915005656

Subsidy imbalance

Energy saving challenge

found that a US domestic energy saving programme wasn’t cost effective - its cost was twice
the value of the energy saved. Inevitably it was widely challenged. Here’s their response:
https://energyathaas.wordpress.com/2015/07/07/do-residential-energy-efficiency-investments-deliver/ Also see
* box. And the classic view: www.precaution.org/lib/reducing_energy_demand_practical_limits.110112.pdf

A self-sufficient earth?

In 2012, the IEA estimated that
*The Kirklees
Warm Zone retrofit
global energy consumption was 155,505 TWh. Wikipedia put that at 17.7
scheme for 51,000
TW of continuous power, or a bit less than the estimated 20 TW produced
homes had even
by radioactive decay in rocks deep underground. If all that geothermal heat
better energy
impacts than
could be captured we would not need much else, but we can’t, maybe 2 TW
expected:
at most. However, fortunately, incoming solar radiation provides us with
http://www.sciencedirect.
vastly more 23,000 TW - from which we should be able to get more than we com/science/article/pii/S0
301421515001706
we could ever need, including, in theory, up to maybe 70 TW from wind. We
are along way from that (though heading for 1TW of wind), but there are some inspiring
local/regional/national ‘100% renewable’ projects and programmes. See: http://go100percent.org
and www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2015/07/world-moves-toward-100-percent-renewable-energyfirst-electricity-then-heating-cooling-and-finally-transportation.html

Powered up

University College London’s Energy Institute, set up in 2009 (with some OU
escapees!), is now one of the largest academic centres for energy research in the UK, with 14
full time academic staff, 41 RAs, and 55 PhD students: www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/energy/
We were sad to
note the death last
year of Michael
Meacher MP, a
long time green
energy supporter
on the Labour left

The Big picture Information seizes power says Paul Mason, updating Marx. He
looks to a brave new world with information systems, sharing and automation freeing us. But
who builds the IT systems? And are most information workers any more free than Asian iPad
assemblers? www.theguardian.com/books/2015/jul/17/postcapitalism-end-of-capitalism-begun On the
sharing economy: https://theconversation.com/the-sharing-economy-could-end-capitalism-but-thats-not-all45203 But that’s mostly about consumption/the provision of services, who is making the stuff?
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UK Nuclear - will it go bust again?
The £24bn Hinkley nuclear project could well face major economic problems as cheaper
alternatives come on line. That has happened before. See Box. Will history repeat itself?
British Energy Ltd was
set up in 1996 to run the
UK’s newly privatised
nuclear fleet of 8 plants,
including the then new
£2.5bn Sizewell B 1.2
GW PWR. But, despite a
£3bn+ injection from the
government, with cheap
gas plants starting up, it
went bust and was sold
to EDF in 2008 for £12.5
bn. Now the UK is to
pay EDF £24bn to build
a twin EPR at Hinkley.
So they will get double
their money back!
Will EDF survive? http://realfeedintariffs.blogspot.co.uk/2015/10/couldhinkley-c-spell-end-of-edf.html

Estimates for nuclear plant capital costs
from R Rosner et al. ‘Analysis of GW-scale overnight
capital costs, Energy Policy Institute of Chicago’,
Technical Paper, Nov 2011

If nothing else, the history
(box left) shows how the
cost of new nuclear has
risen, as does this chart.

Why the big nuclear push? One view: 	
  	
  

A more recent one:	
  
Certainly some see problems with the UK’s
ambitious nuclear expansion project, 16 GW www.theecologist.org/blogs_and_comments/commentators/253082
8/bombs_ahoy_why_the_uk_is_desperate_for_nuclear_power.html
in the late 2020s and maybe 75 GW after that, www.theguardian.com/science/politicalscience/2015/aug/07/shining-a-light-on-britains-nuclear-state
with renewables now looking much cheaper:
The current sums do look odd: http://www.joabbess.com/2015/06/23/nuclear-power-is-not-an-energy-policy/
www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2985032/do_the_uk_governments_sums_on_hinkley_and_climate_change_add_up.html

But views on nuclear costs, and also on safety, vary, e.g. here’s a worrying Fukushima story:
http://sputniknews.com/analysis/20150820/1025992771.html
Though for an adamant counter view: http://euanmearns.com/who-killed-hamako-watanabe/
Another view: www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/fukushima-nuclear-disaster-evacuees-promised-6307229

The official view: www.iaea.org/newscenter/news/iaea-releases-director-general%E2%80%99s-report-fukushima-daiichi-accident

Down memory lane: a Zero Energy Growth US scenario
In 1974 the Ford Foundation produced a major report, ‘A Time to Choose: America’s Energy
Future’, which concluded that ‘it is desirable, technically feasible, and economical to reduce
the rate of energy growth in the years ahead, at least to the levels of a long term average of
about 2% annually. Such a conservation oriented energy policy provides benefits in every
major area of concern-avoiding shortages, protecting the environment, avoiding problems
with other nations, and keeping real social costs as low as possible.’ It added that it also
‘appears feasible, after 1985, to sustain growth in the economy without further increases in the
annual consumption of energy. Such a Zero Energy Growth [ZEG] scenario can be implemented
if needed for reasons of resource scarcity or environmental degradation, or it may occur as a
result of policies that reflect changing attitudes and goals.’ It based its approach on conservation
of energy resources via more efficient energy production and use in all sectors (CHP got a strong
mention). Existing hydro and geothermal were seen as important, while the report envisaged that
10% of US homes would have solar heating by 2000 and there might also be 20 GW of centralised
solar by then. But longer term ‘renewable energy sources could begin to make substantial
contributions to energy requirements by the end of this century and could become major

sources for fueling the next century’, with nuclear (then at 5%) seen as a poor choice for ZEG.
Digitalised copy: http://ieer.org/resource/books/a-time-to-choose-americas-energy-future/

Energy Skills Training

The UK’s new Nuclear Scientist/Nuclear Engineer apprenticeships

The £7.5m scheme offers A Level students and opportunity to gain a degree, whilst at the same time putting their
academic knowledge into practice through the delivery of real projects. www.nsan.co.uk Dave Elliott says he did
something similar many decades ago via UKAEA Harwell, and it was good - though he soon moved away from
nuclear. Why isn’t there one for renewables, and energy storage/integration especially? And for retraining…
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Renewables - academic publishing Our quick guide
The renewable energy field is booming, and so are the journals that seek to cater for it. Time
was when Energy Policy (Elsevier) was the top dog in energy, covering most things, WREN’s
Renewable Energy (also Elsevier), focused on renewables, not far behind, along with the
International Journal of Ambient Energy. But now Elsevier also offers Energy Strategy
Reviews, Renewable & Sustainable Energy Reviews as well as Energy Research & Social
Science, while Springer has Energy, Sustainability & Society and Current Sustainable/
Renewable Energy Reports, along (like Elsevier) with specialist titles covering individual
renewables. There’s also now a host of new entrants, many e-based, including:
But beware
Journal of Renewable Energy http://www.hindawi.com/journals/jre/
frauds:
International Journal of Sustainable & Green Energy www.sciencepublishinggroup.com/j/ijsge
http://retractio
nwatch.com/?s
International Journal of Renewable Energy Research http://www.ijrer.org/ijrer/index.php/ijrer
=energy
Journal of Renewable and Sustainable Energy http://scitation.aip.org/content/aip/journal/jrse
International Journal of Renewable Energy Technology http://www.inderscience.com/jhome.php?jcode=ijret

But roaring up the charts, the Royal Society of Chemistry’s Energy and Environmental
Science, which is really excellent on biochem options, topped the SJR journal ranking:
www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php?category=2105 Though the IEEE and IoP (ERL) also do well.
Book Guide: It doesn’t cover e-books like Dave Elliott’s much downloaded Renewables
for the IoP, but this is useful: www.survivalrenewableenergy.com/10-of-the-best-renewable-energy-books/
It puts the OUP/OU book (edited by Godfrey Boyle) at the top, but also mentions some we hadn’t seen.

Magazine guide: Digital mania sweeps the board with just about all the main titles now
on-line, most with free access. Renewable Energy World is our favourite for hard news and
reportage: www.renewableenergyworld.com/ More political, the Ecologists went digital a bit ago
and has many good stories http://www.theecologist.org But the magazines shade into the various
blogs and web sites: Carbon Brief’s output is good: www.carbonbrief.org On raw news, UKERC
& PRASEG’s (membership) e-newsletters too, while http://reneweconomy.com.au/ is invaluable.
We boil it all down into Renew; we went digital a while back. The excellent Green Building
held out for years, but has now abandoned print: www.greenbuildingpress.co.uk There’s a handy
digest/analysis of most UK energy issues, not just nuclear, at www.no2nuclearpower.org.uk/nuclearnews/ For a contrast, critical/skeptical policy views/erudite techie analysis, the UK’s Energy
Matters is nicely provocative: http://euanmearns.com/ as is the similarly pro-nuke Australian
Brave New Climate-see its recent series: http://bravenewclimate.com/2015/07/27/sustaining-the-wind-p1/

Climate Changes: recent climate science developments/reactions, on the ‘pause’Nieves et al. (2015) ‘Recent hiatus caused by decadal shift in Indo-Pacific heating’. Science:
www.dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.aaa4521 Reactions: www.thegwpf.com/the-temperature-hiatus-back-again/
http://judithcurry.com/2015/07/09/recent-hiatus-caused-by-decadal-shift-in-indo-pacific-heating-2/
http://wattsupwiththat.com/2015/07/09/new-paper-calls-into-question-reanalysis-based-and-climate-modelbased-explanations-for-the-slowdown-in-global-surface-warming/ www.cato.org/blog/science-revives-hiatus

And on Arctic sea ice: ‘41% more’ - the Daily Mail seems to have got it a little wrong:
https://leftfootforward.org/2015/07/daily-mail-uses-arctic-ice-cap-growth-to-trash-climate-science/
http://nsidc.org/data/seaice_index/images/daily_images/N_stddev_timeseries.png
Contrarian views:
www7320.nrlssc.navy.mil/hycomARC/navo/arcticicen_nowcast_anim30d.gif
http://joannenova.com.au/2015/
www7320.nrlssc.navy.mil/hycomARC/navo/arcticicen_nowcast_anim365d.gif
07/less-than-half-of-climateAnd some global temp data: www.columbia.edu/~mhs119/Temperature/
scientists-agree-with-the-ipcc95-certainty/
It seems 2014 really was the hottest year globally so far:
http://www.noaanews.noaa.gov/stories2015/071615-international-report-confirms-2014-was-earths-warmestyear-on-record.html And it may get (very much) worse - a global 4 degrees more by the 2050s:
www.atmos-chem-phys-discuss.net/15/20059/2015/acpd-15-20059-2015.pdf Worse still: http://ow.ly/QsI60
A handy policy overview: www.independent.co.uk/news/science/4-charts-that-show-barack-obama-is-rightto-be-terrified-of-climate-change-as-us-government-unveils-clean-power-plan-10436934.html But is this a
show stopper?: http://hockeyschtick.blogspot.mx/2014/11/new-paper-finds-strong-evidence-sun-has.html
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